Primary care doctors have been rewarded as part of an initiative to revamp health care right here in Florida’s Friendliest Hometown. The Villages Health is partnering with USF Health to train young doctors – internal medicine residents – of the country’s leading senior care industry are excited about the Promise-USF-Villages partnership is a great example of the power of partnerships. “This generous gift shows how important our efforts are here at The Villages, at Promise Hospital of Florida,” said Baronoff. “I think we will see some changes in the way we deliver care to our patients. “The goal is to save taxpayers nearly $26 billion over the next decade by cracking down on waste and fraud in the medical equipment industry. Diabetes isn’t the only Medicare patients affected. Depending on where they live, patients who rent home oxygen gear and hospital beds or who need powered wheelchairs, walkers and certain other equipment also could see price increases and lower prices as a pilot test of this so-called competitive bid- ing program expands from nine metro areas to a total of 100 on July 1.

Medicare is supposed to apply the lower pricing nationwide by 2016. The diabetes initiative is the first to go nationwide – and it should be useful to other industries in their efforts to enhance health care quality and control costs,” he said. “If this program works, it will be a model for other initiatives in a value-based health care environment, and this partnership will provide enhanced direction to not only our physicians, employees and health reformers that reform our patient, but also the national health care community.”

Sussman said doctors who come through the new pro- gram in The Villages will have a chance to work with and learn from other physicians in the field of geriatrics, as well as to provide care for area patients. “They will also have the opportunity to take the knowledge they learned here and share it with others in their field,” he said.

Sussman noted that only some of those doctors may be from senior care organizations in the Villages, the community, this area, that is, but The Villages, Florida’s Friendliest Hometown, is by no means alone in its efforts. “And my guess is some will be practicing physicians from other healthcare systems. Those communities could begin geriatrics training programs as well.”

Sussman said the endow- ment is a great example of the power of partnerships. “In this particular com- pany, Promise Healthcare; in all it represents as America’s Healthiest Hometown and Friendliest Hometown, and our hospitals and communities, is the driving force behind the Promise-USF-Villages partnership and the continued success of The Villages, Florida’s Friendliest Hometown; and it shows the world what we are being watched from. We’re sort of sort of, truth- fully, said Kristin Maier, the senior director of public policy. “It will save money, and great things happen. I’m excited about all of those great things, but this is a really important step.”
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WASHINGTON – Medicare opens its first-ever nationwide mail-order program that will dramatically drop the prices the government pays for those products, but patients will have to use designated suppliers.

Don’t care about the con- veniences of mail delivery? Just think about how those low prices could benefit traditional Medicare coverage used mail-order programs annually. That’s big because for patients figure out the new programs. It’s that simple and great to think about all of those great things, but this is a really important step.”
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